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This new tenth edition of Bradt’s Zanzibar, Pemba and Mafia remains the most
in-depth guide available to these exotic and alluring islands. Thoroughly updated
following extensive on-the-ground research, it offers for more detailed coverage
of the islands’ cultural, historic and environmental status than other guides, as
well as almost 300 accommodation properties, all personally inspected.

KEY SALES POINTS
• The most comprehensive and in-depth guide available
• Written by experts and updated by Philip Briggs, arguably the world’s most
experienced guidebook writer, especially for African destinations
• Includes a dedicated section on southern Tanzania safaris, making it an ideal
choice for a bush and beach combination

'The best, by far.'
The Sunday Times
'The only guidebook of any
quality devoted to the islands.'
Conde Nast Traveller

About Bradt Travel Guides
• Founded in 1974, Bradt is now the largest independent guidebook publisher
in the UK with over 200 titles in print
• Serial winner of the Gold award for Best Guidebook Series in the
Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards
• Bradt guides are written by authors who really know their destinations.
Many are resident there, or have been visiting regularly over a number of years
• Each new Bradt guide is backed by a dedicated press and social media
campaign
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